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Introduction. Let G be the category whose objects are pairs (G, w), 
G a group and w a homomorphism of G into Z2, and whose morphisms 
are the obvious ones. Every finite Poincaré complex Xn determines 
functorially an element (n(X)t w(X)) of this category ; let w(X) (b) = 1 
if b preserves orientation and let w(X)(b) = — 1 otherwise. There is a 
sequence of functorsLn, n^5t from 6 to the category of abelian groups, 
with Ln=Ln+4 all n ̂  5, which plays the role of the range of a surgery 
obstruction. More precisely, let Xn be a compact smooth manifold 
and let v be its stable normal bundle. (Actually, one only needs a 
finite Poincaré complex with a given vector bundle; see [3] and [4].) 
Let Qn(X, v) be the cobordism classes of triples (If, 0, F)9 M a com
pact smooth manifold, </>: (M, dM)—>(X, dX) a map of degree 
one which induces a homotopy equivalence of boundaries, and F a 
stable framing of t(M) ®<t>*v, where tM= tangent bundle of Af. Then 
for n^5t there is a map 0: Q»(-3T, v)—>Ln(Ti(X)t w(X)) such that 
6 [M, #, F] = 0 if and only if this class [M, <£, F] contains (N, \f/t G) 
with \p a homotopy equivalence. For n even, the functors Ln and this 
map are defined by Wall in [3]. For n odd, they are defined by Wall 
in [4], but with "homotopy equivalence" replaced by "simple homo
topy equivalence. " However, one can slightly alter the procedures of 
[4] to define Ln and 6 with the properties just mentioned. 

The groups Ln(TT\X, wX) are not too large in the sense that every 
one of their elements is the obstruction to some surgery problem with 
boundary. In fact, we have the following result, due essentially to 
Wall (see [3, p. 274] and [4, §5, 6]). 

THEOREM 0.1. Let X™*1, m^6fbe a compact connected smooth mani
fold. Let v be the stable normal bundle of -ST. Let y be a given element of 
Lm(wiX, wX)=Lm(Ti(XXl), w{XXI)). Let <t>i be a homotopy equiva
lence of Mm~l and X, M a compact smooth manifold, which induces a 
homotopy equivalence of boundaries. Let Fi be a stable framing of 
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